
 
“5” LITTLE BUNNY ORNAMENT” #RFD-104 

Make this sweet little ornament or if you prefer, make 
him into a little square sachet pillow. 

        
IMPORTANT NOTES: 

PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE BEGINNING.   
RST=Right Sides Together.    RSO=Right Side Out.  BG=Background 
Shown in hand dyed wool but cottons may also be used.  

SUPPLIES NEEDED 
WOOLS: Background, (2) 5.5” squares Coral   ~  Bunny, Antique White 
  Egg, Moss Green  ~  Light Teal Blue 1/2“ (approx.) Felted Ball 
FLOSSES: Colors listed are general and not particular to any brand:  Black,  
  Dark Brown, Moss Green, Lavender, Magenta, Yellow, Teal Blue. 
MISC:   Stuffing or sachet potpourri for square sachet pillow   
  Hanger, string, yarn or wire 
  Narrow trim or cording to cover seam - use complimentary color 

A. CUT OUT BACKGROUND AND APPLIQUE PIECES: Refer to colors above. 
BACKGROUND: NOTE:  If making square sachet, leave as squares.  Cut out paper pattern for BG.  Place your (2) BG 
squares RST and center pattern on top.  Carefully trace around pattern with disappearing ink 
marker.  Cut out. 
APPLIQUE: Following manufacturers instructions use Seam-A-Steam2 Lite and cut out pieces.  
Note that broken lines indicate that piece lays beneath another.   

B. POSITION PIECES, FUSE & APPLIQUE:   Keeping seem allowance in mind, position pieces onto front of 
BG wool and fuse in place.  Use one strand of #12 pearl cotton, or your preferred floss.  Blanket 
stitch Bunny with Dark Brown.  Whip Stitch Egg with a matching floss.       

C. EMBELLISH:    You can mark you embellishment stitches with a disappearing ink marker.  With Black, 
Satin Stitch the tiny Nose and add a French knot eye.  With Black sewing thread add Whiskers.  
With Lavender floss doubled Stem Stitch 2 rows close together for the Egg Zig-Zag.  Add 
Magenta French knots.  Stem Stitch the Meandering String with Mossy Green and add a variety of 
French knots with Yellow, Magenta and Teal Blue. 

D. FINISHING:   Place Back and Front RST and pin.  Using a scant 1/4” seam, seam together leaving 
about 2” open along the straightest section.  Carefully clip part way thru the seam allowance all 
around.  Turn RSO and stuff with polyfil (or potpourri).  Avoid overstuffing.  Slip Stitch opening 
closed.  Optionally you can Couch Stitch some trim or cording over the seam.  Add a felted ball - 
instructions on Page 2 -  or button to the top.  Add a string or wire hanger.  Blush Bunny’s cheeks 
with powder blush.     
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PATTERN FOR ORNAMENT 
BACKGROUND

BUNNY IN REVERSE FOR USING 
FUSIBLE WEBBING. 

Please read all instructions first.

!” TEST BLOCK 
THIS SHOULD 
PRINT OUT AS 

1 INCH FOR 
CORRECT 

PATTERN SIZE. 

Want to make your own felted ball?  Here are some very loose instructions . . experiment, as the results are extremely variable.  This takes a 
small amount of roving . .i used hand-dyed.  Have small bowl of water and bar of soap on plate handy.  Pull off small amount of roving - when 
gently shaped into an airy circle it will be about 3 or 4” diameter.  Shape roving into a very light and airy ball between the palms.  Increase the 
pressure slightly.  Continue until ball has firmed up is still airy.  Hold it lightly in fingers and submerge it into the water completely and remove 
immediately.  Very very gently squeeze some of the water out with fingertips.  Gently swipe a couple of sides of the ball across the bar of soap.  
Again, roll between palms as before.  Slowly increase the pressure until finally you are pressing it very firmly.  You may have to splash a few 
drops of water on the palms occasionally.  Continue until ball is quite firm and the desired size.  Let dry completely.  Or, buy some online. 😀   

BE SURE TO SET PRINTER 
AT 100% FOR CORRECT 
SIZE.  DO NOT CHOOSE 

“FILL PAGE”.


